GOOD GIFT HOLIDAY SHOP

PAM TUROS AND MELISSA NILSEN
CAMPUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
HISTORY OF THE GOOD GIFT HOLIDAY SHOP

FIRST HOLIDAY SHOP 2010

• First Year: The Dollar Store Experiment
• Second/Third Year: Mass Produced Junk
• Financial Loss and Pure Chaos
• “I’m Never Doing That Again!”
“The mission of the Good Gift Holiday Shop is to create a unique, affordable and meaningful shopping experience for students at Campus International School.”

2015 CHARITY PARTNERS:

- Drink Local, Drink Tap
- Bead for Life
- SOS Children’s Village and Prosperity Candle
LOCAL PARTNERS AND SPONSORS
CHANGING THE WAY WE CELEBRATE

• Doesn’t happen overnight
• Shift in Mindset
• Gift of Experience vs. Traditional Gifts
• Hand Made Gifts
• Gifts that Give Back
• Decreases Stress
NON-TRADITIONAL GIFT IDEAS IN CLE

- Museum Membership/Zoo/Botanical Gardens
- Snow Days at Progressive Field
- Basket of Movie Cards with Candy
- CAVS Tickets, Indians Fan Days
- Contract for Work in the House
- Tobogganing at Metro Parks
- Disney on Ice
- Playhouse Square

- Batting Cage Tokens
- Recipe Ingredients and Apron
- Charitable Gifts
- Concert Tickets
- Science Experiment Kits
- Craft Kits
- Yearly Ornaments Hand Made
- Trampoline Park